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THE CANADIAN NUCLEAR INDUSTRY — A NATIONAL ASSET.

Over a period of 40 years Canada has developed a
remarkable nuclear industry. In keeping with our mining
heritage, we are the world's leading uranium producer, with
the highest grade orebodies in existence still waiting to be
tapped. In the realm of high technology development, our
CAiN'DU reactor is second to none. Year after year Canadian
CANDUs dominate the "top 10" performance records world-
wide. The nuclear industry has created direct employment
for over 30,000 Canadians. The "high tech" sectors of the
industry are now vigorously seeking export markets for their
products and services. As the world recovers from the recent
prolonged recession, electricity demand is rising. Once again
electricity is the engine of growth. Already utilities are plan-
ning to add new generating capacity. Canadian nuclear
resources, technology and skilled people are proven and
available. By seizing the opportunities which are opening
'.;p tor us, a properly recognized nucle.ir industry can make

a vital contribution to Canada's economic renewal. We seek
Federal Government leadership in forging broad national
and international recognition of Canada's nuclear industry.

Why has this brief been written?

This bri f has been prepared by the Canadian Nuclear
Association (CNA) in response to the challenge issued to
Canadians in Finance Minister Michael Wilson's document
"A New Di.ection for Canada". This brief responds in terms
of the major policy issues and opportunities as seen by the
Canadian nuclear industry. In a companion document we
have replied to "A New Direction for Canada ' following
point by point the structure laid out by the Finance Minister.
We believe that these complementary CN'A documents
demonstrate the nuclear industry's readiness to contribute
to the national economic debate.



What are the facts regarding the contribution of
the nuclear industry to the Canadian economy?

Uranium
Canada is once again the world's leading uranium

;•:.•.iiK'iT (11,000 tonnes in 1°84) with a mining industry
cmpioving more than 7.000 people. In future it will earn
•i r Canada over Si billion per year from exports. It has
[•i.'vi'n. untapped i;ranium resources which will ensure our
dominant position in world markets into the next century.
It provides a highly valued energy resource for Canada. The
i.ranium mining industry deserves full government support
in ettorts to achieve optin.um domestic and export per-
formance.

Power from uranium
Our CAN'DU reactor sets the world standard in terms

•t performance and safety. These achievements are the
-esult ot manv years of dedicated effort. Over this time the
,' VJeral Government has invested a total of 52.6 billion in
dvlopinj; tbe many aspects ot the nuclear industry. The

."cnt'hls earned are impressive. In Ontario alone, cumulative
ePergv cost savings since Pickering started up in 1971 are
:lx>ut S2 billion and foreign exchange savings Si billion.
iiv 1QQ.S the savings from all nucKir power plants in operation
in Ontario alone are expected to reach Si billion a year in
.•.ep'T.ition costs and 52 billion a year in foreign exchange.
!t is c['jitc evident that the Governments initial research
.:r.-.i development investment has already paid off handsomely
:.'d will continue to return benefits to the economy for as
. :'>; ••• CAN'DL' stations meet the increasing demand for
t.i'ior.jl'Iy priced electricity. The electrical output generated

. ' Canada's reactor powered plants is significantly cheaper
' '.in th.it from any thermal optio;i available to the Eastern
provinces. Nuclear powered electricity production deserves
'. > rnelorth proper consideration in Canada's national energy
po!;i_!e\.

Radio-isotopes in medicine and industry
Canada has always excelled in the application of

n.iclear technology to medicine. From the pioneer develop-
••iirit of Cobalt bO cancer therapy ma.nines, we have now
become the world's major producer of radioisotopes for use
::i diagnostic nuclear medicine. As the leading producer of
( 'Kilt r>0. Canada is continuing to build equipment for
the irradiation ot food, medical supplies and other industrial
.ipplicatmns. In 1°S4. AECL reported more than S80 million
ot these products. There are excellent opportunities to

'.nfinue this humanitarian effort world-wide.

Economic impact
The nuclear industry directly provides 31,000 jobs tor

' .macluins (down from 38.000 in 10811. Their efforts,
through the corporations and utilities thev serve, contribute
^* r< billion in economic activity to the Canadian economy
• .ii h ve.ir In this respect the nuclear sector ranks with
".i'.'1'Pal industries such as smelting and refining and the
• anutai lure ot communication equipment or of automobile
pa r t s .

The nuclear industry has proved its performance in
Canada's energy sector in that all CANDU reactor power
projects and uranium mining'processing/refining plant
developments have been successfully completed and are
positive contributions to the national economy. Since 1970
the industry has buill 14 nuclear reactors in Ontario, Quebec
and New Brunswick for a capita! investment of more than
$14.5 billion and construction employment of about 100,000
person-years. In addition, seven uranium mines and two
processing plants have been brought into production for a
capital investment of 53.1 billion and construction employ-
ment of '2,200 person-years. Ontario Hydro's Darlington
nuclear power plant is presently the largest single energy
project under construction in North America. All of this
nuclear related construction has provided massive economic
activity with all the benefits that this entails. There is value
in providing continuity of activity in such an important
industry, particularly as it provides Canada with economic
and technical winners.

What are the strategic opportunities for Canada
inherent in the nuclear industry? What should
government do?

1. The export of uranium and nuclear electric power
generating plants.
As the world recovers from the recent economic recession
electricity demand is now growing. The IAEA has esti-
mated that installed nuclear power generation world-
wide will increase 2-3 times by the year 2000. To meet
this situation and benefit from the opportunity, it is
vital that Canada:

(a) Adopt a marketing stance which will protect the long
term contracts of the Eastern Canadian uranium
producers and enable the high grade ores from Saskatche-
wan to find new world mirkcis.

(b> Continue vigorous support for CANDL' reactor exports
based on the superior pertormance record of the
Canadian developed system which will continue to make
it a strong contender as export markets recover. Tradi-
tionally CANDU has held a 5l> share of the world
market for reactors from which AECL estimates that
o GWe of CANDI' plant will be committed by the year
2000. With a more vigorous national effort. AEC1. is
confident that Canada can capture a larger share of ,;ie
21 to 29 GWe reactor market which is potentially open
to the CANDI' system during that lime period. Appro-
priate financing will remain a major challenge and the
Federal Government should encourage full mobilization
of C anada's banking resources in support >t valued
export sales

2. Energy Exports from Nuclear Plants

Electricity exports to the United States represent an
opportunity requmnr. Federal participation in terms ot
ensuring .in appropriate climate to encourage energy
exchanges with the I'.S. The Canadian Government can



,iv-:-t in resistin>; excessive protectionist (oli'.ie.s from
I *s agenc :i-. sue h .is the Department of Energy, Federal
I n< rgv Regulatory Commission and others.

r.'ii re is wuie'pre.id agreement that a second reactor at
I . i Lepreau in New lirunswick will satisfy a market
(>pi>rt opportunity for clectricitv in New England, will
•ii-nulate national and regional economic activity, create
needed employment, contribute to local development
ami generate foreign exchange earnings The project
h.!̂  so much in Canada's favour, i! most surely should
proceed. The CNA urges the Federal Government to
examine all the obstacles to its timely development with
the intent of getting Point I.epreau 2 committed to
construction by 1986. The success of Point I.epreau 1
has demonstrated that the risks from this project are
entirely manageable and ihe CN'A calls for the Federal
Government to continue to provide the maximum
-uppor! possible.

3 Canada s prime export position in non-energy nuclear
!"c..noloi'v can be sustained by continued R&O and
marketing efforts by AECL Aid programs could use-
tul.'v support this basically human welfare contribution
In >|-t. developing world

I Federal cru luragement of the electrification of Canadian
industry through determined development of the nuclear
p- wer alternative will improve industrial productivity
'hr<\:,:h lower energy costs thus contributing to market
• onpi titiveness an essential ingredient for Canada:.
0' p 'it trade.

: There :•- a multi-billion dollar world market tor '.he
nuclear power service industries. The Federal Govern-
ment should participate through AECL in support of
:''>•• i-ftor!s of the private sector in selling abroad the

r-iderable specialised Canadian nuclear expertise
which is today available.

So nv.ich for strategic opportunities and Federal Govcrn-
7'i'nl stimulus. In the view ol the CN'A (here are in addition

,i -umber of policy matters which require careful govern-
rri'n! attention. These cover the following issues:

'. Wi'leir power deserves a more important role s.M.i
recognition in Canadian national energy policy. Since
the provinces have responsibility for electricity produc-
tion it i' essential to have a high degree of federal-
provmc.a! cooperation in such areas as electricity
exports, industrial electrification, electrical interconnec-
tion and overall energy planning.

? I he Canadian nuclear industry has always had a unique
blend of puhlu and private sector involvement, with
Federal and Provincial agencies assuming the maior role
Alt. !. has always held a central position in the realtor
industry and -nil controls a number of vital elements.
With tudav's short and intermediate term market

uncertainties, it is essential that A LCI. evolves to allow
the nuclear industry as a whole to meet all challenges
.ir.d ihus maintain the elements essential to the ongoing
CANDl.' program. A positive response bv the Federal
Government !o match AF.CI. objectives with those of
industry could be most productive.

3. Canada's uranium export marketing policies have been
developed over 40 years. At present Canada maintains
production from Ontario and Saskatchewan mines
wh;t h can be characterized as totally different enterprises
wilh a common product. To avoid upsett'ng the
potentially delicate balance between sources of supply,
we urge the Federal Government not to change export
marketing policies until there has been extensive
consultation with all parties..

•I. Flic nuclear industry is one of the most heavily regulated
in Canada. In the international sphere Canadian non-
prolileration and safeguards requirements are among the
most stringent. This places Canadian exporters at a
distinct disadv intage in trying to compete with foreign
suppliers who operate under more relaxed policies. We
are not asking the Government to change its safe-
guards policies However we dii urge the Canadian
Government to continue working actively towards a
common set of trading rules for all nuclear supplier
nation^

Domestically th.• industry is overseen by a number of
federal and provincial agencies. To ensure the safety of
worker' the public and the environment, industry supports
scientifically b.rrd. rational regulation, which has demonst-
rated ^ost effectiveness The Canadian regulatory approach
has been to use international safety recommendations in
order to establish Canadian nuclear regulatory stanciards.
It is then the responsibility of the nuclear licencee to build
and operate his facility within these safety standards. The
Canadian nuclear industry has always supported this
approach, finding it tar preferable to alternative iegulatorv
systems used in other countries. Unfortunately in recent
times there has been a disturbing tendency to move to
prescriptive regulation whereby regulatory limits are esta-
blished and industry is told how to achieve the targets. H
our view, telling industry how to run its business car
only reduce its productivity and competitive position.

Fhe CNA urges the Federal Government to review
jointly with the Provincial Governments the basis of safety
standards, set long-term goals and establish a regulatory
agenda in order to bring greater stability and predictability
to the regulatory process.

In summary, Canada has developed a world class
nuclear technology and a leading industry which continues
to play a vital role in the nation's economic activity. The
( NA urges the Government to provide the industry wilh
unqualified public endorsement and a policy environment in
which it can participate fully and productively in Canada s
economic renew.il


